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Back in the early 1980s there was little choice of Heavy Duty 
springs for the 2000 range. � e stock MKI saloon rear springs 
were too so�  for many - at just 260 lb in. SAH listed a heavy 
duty rear spring for the cars, which was just a 430 lb in estate 
car spring. When � tted it made my MK1 MJH 758H sit too high 
at the rear. � e solution was to cut 3/4 of a coil o�  the spring 
and re-form the end. � e same was done for a few owners at 
the time, including Stu Harvey and Andy Yates. � is wasn’t an 
ideal solution, so with the beginning of the Register and my 
diversi� cation into specialising into the 2000 range, contact was 
made with spring makers in She�  eld and fast road lowering 
springs were developed, initially based on the shortened estate 
spring. I constantly experimented with increasingly � rmer and 
shorter springs. 

However there was a limiting factor – the droop length of  the 
shock absorbers. � e shorter harder springs could uncouple 
and dislocate when the car was jacked up. � e � rmest rate  for 
then available mainstream market shocks based on using a 
Monroe R3225 with a droop length of 20.125” was the FRR575 
spring – standing for ‘fast road rear 575 lb in’ which were 9.875” 
long. � e Monroe was inclined to ground out on its bump stop 
contacting at 15” which wasn’t ideal. � e Monroe shock was 
discontinued so I had to revert back to a longer so� er 10.312” 
long FRR475 for the mass market, using KYB gas shocks.  KYB 
have proven very reliable, albeit a bit on the long side and 
slightly pumped up for a lowered car.  

My own experimentation with shorter � rmer springs continued, 
going as far as a 8.875” long 1100  lb in. � e good thing about 
such � rm springs is undesirable geometry changes are more 
controlled, making handling more predictable, as well as 
lowering the centre of gravity. To compliment the FRR1100 
springs I had some bespoke 18.5” droop shocks made by Leda 
for GAR317C (my conifer green MK1) which I was then using as 
a daily driver and test bed. However these shocks weren’t made 
to last as a road shock, and perceived as expensive so I wasn’t 
comfortable selling them. Only myself and Nigel Gair used them. 
Leda ceased trading some time ago. I recently made contact with 
AVO shocks over the matter, and they are willing to manufacture 
adjustable shocks to my own dimensions; 20” Droop 14” bump 
incorporating an elastomer bump stop. CWAVO1420K (TOP 
OF PAGE) has allowed the re-introduction of the FRR575 spring 
without the risk of uncoupling at full droop. � e price of £180 a 
pair including vat seems acceptable.

Another bene� t of most heavy duty springs is they are a lot easier 
to remove. With the shock removed they will just li�  in and out 
of the trailing arm, whereas with the long so�  factory saloon 
springs, the drive sha�  would prevent su�  cient droop. � is leaves 
the springs pre-loaded and stuck in situ. � e drive sha�  � anges 
have to be unbolted at the di�  to allow easy removal.

� ere are other considerations when lowering the 2000 range, 
especially a face li�  saloon with its already raised ride height. � e 
di�  spacers need re arranging to pre face li�  to keep the drive 
sha� s in line horizontally (2 photos, right). FL (faceli� ) cars need 
the shackles changing to PFL (pre faceli� ) outer (photo).
All 2000 range & Stag can end up with excessive negative 
camber when lowered. Every 0.725” lower at the wheel results 
in 1 degree of negative camber. A target would be ½ - 1 degree 
-ve camber for road use. As a rule of thumb, when using FRR 
springs, typically a MKII saloon with a late di�  bracket bene� ts 
from 1.5 degree camber correction inner shackles. Cars with 
early di�  brackets bene� t from 3 degree correction inner 
shackles. However no two cars are quite the same. For example 
sagged subframe box sections would result in more negative 
camber in any event (photo BELOW from David Lall). Also 
rear spring platforms can collapse or partially collapse causing a 
car to sit too low.

I had a situation with GAR317C discovering that with the car 
on axle stands, the spring was entrapped on the LH side, but 
the RH was uncoupled….  � e spring platforms were sound, 
but turned out to be a di� erent style to each other. I had a Super 
� ex +5 mm lower insulator machined down slightly which was 
� tted to the RH only which evened spring preload up. Ideally 
this could have been checked on corner weight scales, but the 
improvement was signi� cant -especially when turning right 
out of a junction hard in the wet, the inside rear wheel was less 
inclined to spin.

Not mentioned on the shock mounting centres data are coil 
over shocks. � ey used to be available as a Monroe Load 
Leveller, and Koni had a similar version (Load-A-Juster). 
� ese are fairly irrelevant to lowering, but is worth mentioning 
that the mounting point on the inner arch bowl wasn’t up to the 
extra load. � e mounting can fatigue and break out of the arch, 
such weakness o� en compounded by any rust in that area.

� ere is also the possibility of a run of 18.25” droop 14” bump 
rear shocks to suit the FRR1100 spring, but that will be 
subject to demand.
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VARIOUS REAR SHOCK MOUNTING CENTRES:   

     

Make 

(open) 
Droop 
inches 

(open) 
Droop 

mm 

(closed) 
Bump 
inches 

(closed) 
Bump 
mm 

Leda   my spec Bespoke 18.250 463.550 14.000 355.600 
CWAVO1420K 20.000 508.000 14.000 355.600 
Monroe R3255 20.125 511.175 15.000 381.000 
Sachs SA961001 20.500 520.700 13.500 342.900 
Armstrong 20.500 520.700 15.000 381.000 
SPAX TAG1119-1 20.708 526.000 14.330 364.000 
Sachs/Boge Automatic 20.750 527.050 13.625 346.075 
XRN Budget 20.750 527.500 13.875 365.125 
KYB 554017 20.750 527.050 14.375 365.125 
Motorcraft 20.750 527.050 15.000 381.000 
Unipart TR7 20.813 528.638 14.125 358.775 
GAZ GT4-2113 20.937 531.812 14.687 373.050 
AVO TE137 21.000 533.400 13.500 342.900 
Koni 21.000 533.400 14.875 377.825 
Woodhead 21.000 533.400 15.250 387.350 
Unipart (black) GDA 4109 21.125 536.575 15.000 381.000 
Girling 21.125 536.575 15.375 390.525 

     
     

Note: shock travel ratio is 1.51 x spring travel   
thus .250 " shock travel  = .165" spring travel   

 

Late

TOP, L/R: Positioning of UKC5327 critical to maintain drivesha�  
operating angles between pre-faceli�  and faceli� ed ride heights.
SECOND LEFT: Various rear spring options; see text.
ABOVE: Rear shock absorber measurement guide
RIGHT, CENTRE: Inner & outer rear trailing arm mounting shackles.
RIGHT, LOWER: Di�  nose mounting brackets illustrate how alteration in 
ride height was achieved by the Triumph engineers.

Rear subframe showing torn di�  nose mounting plate holes
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